Constrained storage vector quantization, (CSVQ), introduced by Chan and Gersho, 2, 3, 4] allows for the stagewise design of balanced tree-structured residual vector quantization codebooks with low encoding and storage complexities. On the other hand, it has been established in 9, 11, 12] that variable-length tree-structured vector quantizer (VLTSVQ) yields better coding performance than a balanced tree-structured vector quantizer and may even outperform a full-search vector quantizer due to the nonuniform distribution of rate among the subsets of its input space. The variable-length constrained storage tree-structured vector quantization (VLCS-TSVQ) algorithm presented in this paper utilizes the codebook sharing by multiple vector sources concept as in CSVQ to greedily grow an unbalanced tree structured residual vector quantizer with constrained storage. It is demonstrated by simulations on test sets from various synthetic 1-D sources and real-world images that the performance of VLCS-TSVQ, whose codebook storage complexity varies linearly with rate, can come very close to the performance of greedy growth VLTSVQ of 11, 12]. The dramatically reduced size of the overall codebook allows the transmission of the codevector probabilities as side information for source adaptive entropy coding.
Introduction
Vector quantization is a popular block coding method which can exploit the statistical dependencies between neighboring source samples. One of the major drawbacks of vector quantization is its complexity, This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. NCR-9523767. often expressed in terms of the encoding search time and the memory space required for storing encoder and decoder codebooks. Encoding search and codebook storage complexities increase as O(2 kr ) and O(k2 kr ), respectively, for full-search vector quantization where k is the vector dimension and r is the bit rate per source sample.
Structurally constrained vector quantization techniques have been investigated by many researchers to reduce the codebook search and storage complexities. Among them, tree-structured vector quantization 1, 9, 11, 12] is popular due to its low encoding complexity, which varies linearly with rate. However, since a tree-structured vector quantizer employs a unique set of codevectors (test vectors) rooted at each node of the tree to encode the source vectors assigned to that node, its encoder and decoder codebook storage complexities are comparable to or greater than those of a full-search vector quantizer.
Constrained storage vector quantization (CSVQ), based on the concept of codebook sharing by multiple vector sources, was introduced in 2, 3, 4] as an e ective solution to the problem of codebook storage complexity for the design of balanced tree-structured vector quantizers. CSVQ trades o coding performance for reduced storage complexity in an elegant way by exploiting the similarities among the probability density functions (pdf's) of multiple vector sources. Rather than designing a separate codebook for quantizing each source, codebooks common to sources with similar pdf's are designed. If the pdf's are similar enough, the coding performance with shared codebooks can be just as good as that with separate codebooks. The problem of grouping sources with similar pdf's and optimally designing a shared codebook is addressed in 2, 3, 4] .
In order to illustrate the application of CSVQ to the stagewise design of constrained storage balanced tree-structured vector quantizers, let there be M n nodes (test vectors) of a constrained storage balanced tree-structured vector quantizer at stage n which partition the set of training source vectors into M n subsets.
The residual vectors (di erences between the source vectors and their reconstructions) in each subset are regarded as a separate training subsource. The iterative CSVQ design algorithm jointly partitions the subsources into R n groups (R n M n ) and designs a unique subcodebook with P codevectors for each one of these R n groups to grow the tree from stage n to stage n + 1. The subcodebook for each group minimizes the expected distortion of the subsources in that group, and in turn, yields the least distortion for the subsources in its group than any other subcodebook.
Stage n + 1 of the constrained storage balanced tree-structured vector quantizer codebook has PR n unique nodes (test vectors) associated with M n+1 = PR n new subsources. Unconstrained growth would have yielded PM n unique test vectors. Hence the storage complexity saving at stage n + 1 is P(M n ? R n ) test vectors. If R n+1 = R n = R at each stage, then M n+1 = M n = M and the savings at stage n + 1 can be shown to be P + 1 times the savings at stage n. In this case the cumulative storage complexity savings increases exponentially with the number of stages.
The multi-stage vector quantizer ( 5] ) is a special case of the constrained storage balanced treestructured vector quantizer with R = 1. At the other extreme, setting R n = M n yields balanced treestructured vector quantizer codebooks with no storage complexity savings.
The redundancy in the form of similarity among the codevectors of the subcodebooks at the same stage or at di erent stages can be further exploited by de ning each subcodebook as a subset of the codevectors of a single universal codebook as in 6].
Recently, utilization of a secondary quantizer of low storage complexity to compress the codevectors (and test vectors) of a primary vector quantizer or a tree-structured vector quantizer codebook has been suggested as an alternative to codebook sharing in 7] . The additional distortion incurred by secondary quantization is minimized by integrating secondary quantization into the design of the primary quantizer.
While this technique reduces the encoder and decoder storage complexities by factors of 10 and 5, respectively, at the expense of a small additional distortion, it does not exploit the redundancy in the form of similarity among the pdf's of residual vector sets of di erent source subsets like CSVQ. Design of systems combining codebook sharing and secondary quantization is a possible research direction yet to be taken.
A dynamic programming technique for achieving prespeci ed stagewise storage constraints on the number of nodes of a balanced tree-structured vector quantizer codebook has also been proposed in 8].
The variable-length tree-structured vector quantizer (VLTSVQ) 9, 10, 11, 12]) outperforms the balanced tree-structured vector quantizer. The variable-length tree of 9], grown by splitting nodes with high contribution to expected distortion, does not fully exploit the achievable rate-distortion performance advantage of utilizing variable-length tree structures since the decision as to which node to split does not take into account the increase in the expected rate of the coder. This issue is addressed by VLTSVQ's discussed in 10, 11, 12] , which allocate more nodes (codevectors) to the parts of the tree where the ratio of the expected distortion decrease to the expected rate increase by further quantization is high. The one step lookahead greedy growth technique introduced in 11, 12] for VLTSVQ design is simple yet e ective. Even better coding performance can be attained by rate-constraining the splitting technique ( 12] ), increasing the number of lookaheads in greedy growth ( 13] ), or by pruning balanced tree-structured or greedy growth variable-length tree-structured vector quantizer codebooks ( 10, 11, 12] ). Although the codebooks designed by these VLTSVQ design techniques may outperform the full-search vector quantizer codebooks due to the rate-constraints imposed on their structures, the storage complexity of a VLTSVQ of a certain rate is even higher than that of a balanced tree-structured vector quantizer of the same rate. This severely limits the feasibility of applications with restricted memory space for storing codebooks.
A constrained storage design for VLTSVQ appeared in 16] for M-ary tree structures. In this case, the source subsets associated with the M children nodes (test vectors) rooted at each node are partitioned into R groups with R < M, and a unique subcodebook is designed with CSVQ for each group. However, the growth of storage complexity with rate is still exponential, with the base reduced from M to R. The variable-rate approach for residual vector quantizers utilizing greedy bit allocation, which appeared in 17], is an image-adaptive technique requiring the transmission of a set of threshold values as side information.
Previous variable-rate residual quantization approaches are discussed collectively in 18].
In Sections II and III, we will rst introduce a nonadaptive greedy growth variable-length constrained storage tree-structured vector quantizer (VLCS-TSVQ) codebook design algorithm which yields low storage complexity through the sharing of subcodebooks, but di ers from the constrained-storage tree-structured vector quantizer codebook design algorithm in two fundamental respects. Only a small number, L, of the M possible residual vector sets of the source vector subsets at M terminal nodes are merged into one group at each growth step; and the overall tree-structured codebook is grown incrementally by the addition of a single residual vector quantizer subcodebook designed on the union of these L sets. Since the L terminal nodes, whose residual vector sets are merged for the design of the subcodebook, can be at di erent depths of the tree, the tree has a variable-length structure. Secondly, the sets selected to be merged maximize the marginal return of the subcodebook. Hence the overall tree-structured codebook is rate (entropy) constrained like VLTSVQ of 11, 12] . Each subcodebook is designed by the LBG algorithm to minimize distortion.
Next, we discuss various complexities of entropy coding. The simplest method of entropy coding, which employs unconditional entropy codewords derived from unconditional occurrence probabilities of nodes, is treated in Section III. The entropy codeword at a given node can also be conditioned on the path followed by a source vector from the root node of the tree to that node, as discussed in Section IV. Conditioning on the entire path is not feasible for the coding of test sets. However, it is possible to design systems which exploit the statistical dependence between a node and its low degree ancestors by conditioning.
We discuss the adaptation of the entropy coder to the statistics of the source by uniform quantization and subsequent transmission of the unconditional node occurrence probabilities in Section V. This approach is practical even when the adaptation of the actual codebook to the source statistics requires excessive side information transmission or can not be done in real time.
Simulation results on test sets from 1-D AR (autoregressive) sources and images obtained with VLCS-TSVQ are presented and compared with the corresponding results obtained with VLTSVQ in Section VI.
It is seen that VLCS-TSVQ performance can come quite close to the VLTSVQ upper bound. Concluding remarks are presented in Section VII.
2 Codebook sharing and variable-length constrained-storage tree structure Since both VLTSVQ and VLCS-TSVQ can be analyzed within the framework of residual vector quantizers, we shall rst review the basic principles of operation of residual vector quantizers and then explain how VLTSVQ and VLCS-TSVQ t into this framework.
Residual vector quantizers and residual VLTSVQ
A residual vector quantizer, in a chain of such quantizers, quantizes the residual vectors of source vectors output by preceding vector quantizers. A source vector is reconstructed as the direct sum of the reproductions of the residual vectors output by all the residual vector quantizers in the chain.
The overall quantization of a source vector X of dimension k by a chain of residual vector quantizers can be represented on a tree structure. Let t be a parent node of node t. The assignment of X to node t is denoted as X ! t. The residual vector and the residual codevector (or reproduction vector) at node t are denoted as Y t andŶ t respectively.Ŷ t is subtracted from the residual vector Y t (of X) from the parent node, to yield the new residual vector Y t , which is then encoded to one of the children nodes of t and further re ned. This operation at the root node (t = 0) and at a generic node t is summarized as
where Y 0 = X by de nition. Let us de ne the source vector subset and the residual vector set at node t as S t = fX : X ! tg andS t = fY t : X ! tg respectively. The M residual vector sets associated with M terminal nodes of the tree is termed the fanout of the tree. Given that a source vector is assigned to parent node t, its assignment to child node t is governed by
for all t 0 with parent node t, where d(:; :) is the Euclidean distortion metric. In the encoding above, the residual codevector minimizes the expected norm of the residual vector Y t = Y t ?Ŷ t , given by
The reconstruction for a source vector assigned to a (terminal) node t,X t , is given by the direct sum of the residual codevectors along the path from the root node to that (terminal) node according tô
VLTSVQ can be formulated as a residual vector quantizer. In this formulation, it progressively reduces the expected norms of the residual vectors of source vectors by utilizing a unique set of codevectors rooted at each node of its unbalanced tree structure as depicted in Figure 1 for a binary tree. Let us refer to the two codevectors of the subcodebook associated with the two branches emanating from a node of a binary tree as a sibling pair. Each step of binary VLTSVQ design adds a unique sibling pair of residual codevectors to the overall codebook. Fanout M increases by one after each step and hence causes the overall storage complexity to increase exponentially with the rate of the overall codebook.
Residual VLCS-TSVQ formulation
Without loss of generality, the treatment here is restricted to binary trees. Instead of designing a unique sibling pair to quantize each set of residual vectors as in VLTSVQ, a sibling pair shared by two or more sets is designed to grow incrementally a somewhat di erent tree structure. The new structure is illustrated in Figure 2 . The initial M sets of residual vectors may be obtained by designing a VLTSVQ codebook 1 with M terminal nodes and for each terminal node subtracting the reconstruction vector from the source vectors assigned to it. At each step of the growth with constrained storage, two (L = 2) zero-mean residual vector sets,S t 1 andS t 2 , associated with two terminal nodes, t 1 and t 2 , are merged as depicted in Figure   3 by the fusion of the two lines emanating from these nodes. The resultant setS (t 1 ;t 2 ) =S t 1 S t 2 is further partitioned and quantized by a sibling pair as signi ed by the two lines which leave the common point (t 1 ; t 2 ). The nodes associated with this sibling pair are denoted as (t 1 ; t 2 ) right and (t 1 ; t 2 ) left and the residual codevectors on these nodes are denoted asŶ (t 1 ;t 2 ) right andŶ (t 1 ;t 2 ) left . Since the number of sets that are merged is set equal to the number of codevectors in each sibling pair, a merge and a subsequent partitioning by the sibling pair does not change the fanout M. The rate increases incrementally and the distortion is guaranteed to decrease as the sibling pair re nes the setS (t 1 ;t 2 ) . This procedure is termed variable-length constrained-storage tree-structured vector quantization (VLCS-TSVQ).
With M = L = 2 the codebook structure of VLCS-TSVQ reduces to that of a multi-stage vector Like the constrained storage balanced tree-structured vector quantizers, the codebook structure of VL-CSTSVQ resembles a trellis, but is more general since it need not possess the regularity of a trellis.
The name`trellis' actually implies a nite state machine which need not govern the encoding or decoding operations of VLCS-TSVQ. Furthermore, since removing sibling pairs one at a time from the overall codebook is usually not possible in any order other than the reverse of adding sibling pairs, pruning a fully grown VLCS-TSVQ tree does not yield any additional rate-distortion advantage.
3 Minimum distortion design algorithm There exist M 2 ! possible pairs of residual vector sets for M terminal nodes of a VLCS-TSVQ tree structure. The pair which maximizes a goodness measure is selected for merging at each tree growth step.
The addition of a sibling pair to the overall codebook yields the next operational rate-distortion point.
Therefore, the best rate-distortion performance can be achieved by seeking the pair of sets, (S t 1 ,S t 2 ), the union of which,S (t 1 ;t 2 ) , maximizes the marginal return of the sibling pair designed to quantize it. The marginal return of the sibling pair designed to quantizeS (t 1 ;t 2 ) , (t 1 ;t 2 ) , is de ned as the ratio of the decrease in overall distortion, D (t 1 ;t 2 ) , to the increase in overall entropy, R (t 1 ;t 2 ) , as a result of the addition of that sibling pair to the overall codebook structure, i.e., (t 1 ;t 2 ) = D (t 1 ;t 2 ) R (t 1 ;t 2 ) :
The nodes, (tmax 1 ; tmax 2 ), associated with the best pair of residual vector sets selected for merging, 
whereT is the set of terminal nodes (of for example the tree in Figure 2 ). Let the probability of X being assigned to node t be denoted as p(t) = PrfX 2 S t g and the joint probability of X being assigned to nodes t a and t b be denoted as p(t a ; t b ) = PrfX 2 S ta \ S t b g. The sibling pair of residual codevectors designed on 
The entropy codeword for node t has the ideal length of ? log 2 (p(t)=(p((t 1 ; t 2 ) left ) + p((t 1 ; t 2 ) right ))) in Eqn. (8) . This yields the smallest R for a given source and codebook pair if the occurrence of node t is statistically independent of its parents. One advantage of using unconditional entropy codewords and evaluating the entropy contribution of a node using Eqn. (8) is that the number of entropy codewords is equal to the number of residual codevectors. Hence the memory space required to store them is negligible. Eqns. (1) and (2) de ne VLCS-TSVQ's encoding and Eqns. (4) and (7) de ne its decoding rules.
Path conditional entropy coding
In general, the probability distribution of the source vector among the codevectors of a sibling pair is dependent on the speci c path followed by the source vector from the root node to the parent nodes of the sibling pair. Therefore, entropy coding can be conditioned on this path to exploit the memory between the path and the sibling pair of codevectors. 
where Z(t 1 ; t 2 ) is the set of paths leading to the nodes t 1 and t 2 . By summing the expressions given in Eqn.
(8) and (13) over t and subtracting the second one from the rst one, one can show that the reduction in overall entropy due to the utilization of the above expression is 
where H(:) is the binary entropy function, and I(:; :) is the mutual information between the binary random variables t and whose realizations are t : t 2 f(t 1 ; t 2 ) left ; (t 1 ; t 2 ) right g and : 2 Z(t 1 ; t 2 ), respectively.
In practice, the entropy codewords can not be conditioned on the full path from the root node to the nodes t 1 and t 2 for two reasons. The number of paths that lead to the nodes of a VLCS-TSVQ tree structure at a given depth from the root node is of the same order as the number of paths that lead to the nodes of a VLTSVQ tree structure at the same depth from the root node. The storage complexity of entropy coder tables, each of which is conditioned on one path, is too high and may set back the low storage complexity advantage of VLCS-TSVQ codebooks. The second reason is due to the di erences between the test and training sets. Since the number of possible paths is large, using even a large training set leads to a large number of unpopulated paths so that (p(t j ) = 0). The ideal length of the entropy codeword that could be assigned to these paths is indeterminate. This might cause a problem when a vector from the test set is encoded onto the path and t.
One solution that was considered is to condition the entropy codeword at a node on partial paths extending to only low degree ancestors of that node. 5 Adaptation of the entropy coder to source statistics
Since the design process of VLCS-TSVQ codebooks is quite laborious despite the reduced search and storage complexities, transmission of residual codevectors as side information in an online adaptive coder cannot be considered, even though the required side information rate is negligible for a small fanout, M, and a small codevector dimension, k. However, one can adapt the entropy coder and decoder to the statistics of a test source by quantizing and transmitting the node occurrence probabilities as side information.
Let the probability of a vector from the test set getting mapped to node t be denoted as q(t). For nonadaptive entropy coding, the entropy contribution of node t to the overall rate is given by r(t) = ?q(t) log 2 (p(t)=(p(t 1 ) + p(t 2 ))) (15) for t 2 f(t 1 ; t 2 ) left ; (t 1 ; t 2 ) right g. Adaptation of the entropy coder via quantization and subsequent transmission of the q(t) allows this expression to be replaced by r(t) = ?q(t) log 2 (q(t)=(q(t 1 ) +q(t 2 ))) (16) q(t) = Q q(t)=(q(t 1 ) +q(t 2 ))](q(t 1 ) +q(t 2 )) (17) where Q :] denotes uniform scalar quantization. Note that, for each pair of nodes in a sibling pair, only one node's occurrence probability needs to be transmitted. The second one can be recovered at the receiver from the knowledge of the occurrence probabilities of the rst one and the parents. Quantization and transmission of the partial-path conditional node occurrence probabilities is also possible if the decrease in rate due to source adaptive entropy coding is not o set by the increase in the side information rate.
Simulations
In The reconstructed Lenna512 images corresponding to the Lenna512 entries of Tables 1 and 3 at 0.4381bpp are shown in Figure 10 . Here VLCS-TSVQ codebook was designed by using simple unconditional entropy codewords and the entropy contributions were evaluated by Eqn. (8) . However, during encoding, partialpath conditional entropy codewords were used and the entropy contributions were evaluated by Eqn. (13) with the substitution of the partial-path fA 1j 1 t; : : :; A lj l tg for the complete path 2 Z(t 1 ; t 2 ). The case with l = 0 implies the use of unconditional entropy codewords and cases with l = 1 and l = 3 imply the use of entropy codewords conditioned on the paths extending to rst and third degree ancestors. Since the same VLCS-TSVQ codebook is used in all three cases and the encoding decisions are made to minimize distortion, the resulting distortions are identical, allowing a fair performance comparison to be made with respect to entropy. Source vectors were not allowed to be assigned to t with p(t j fA 1j 1 t; : : :; A lj l tg) = 0.
However since l was kept small, t with p(t j fA 1j 1 t; : : :; A lj l tg) = 0 was rarely encountered for the tested images. The simple unconditional node occurrence probabilities were substituted in place of the conditional ones for t with p(t j fA 1j 1 t; : : :; A lj l tg) = 0. Methods of estimating the conditional probabilities from sparse cooccurrence matrices ( 14] and 15]) can also be employed as an alternative solution. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a structured vector quantization algorithm which possesses the advantages of high performance and low encoding complexity inherent to VLTSVQ, as well as the advantage of low storage complexity inherent to residual vector quantization algorithms. VLCS-TSVQ achieves low storage complexity by exploiting the similarity among pdf's of residual vectors of source vector subsets in a ratedistortion sense. Its coding performance with a su cient fanout is remarkably close to that of VLTSVQ on test sets from synthetic 1-D AR sources as well as real world images. The designer can trade o low storage complexity advantage for coding e ciency in an elegant way by increasing the fanout. We have also described a way of improving performance by conditioning the entropy codewords (the node occurrence probabilities ) on low degree ancestors at the cost of a slight increase in entropy coder storage complexity.
VLCS-TSVQ also allows the node occurrence probabilities to be adaptively conveyed to the receiver at an insigni cant side information rate for source adaptive entropy coding. Although the complexity involved with the design of VLCS-TSVQ codebooks is far greater than that of VLTSVQ codebooks, the design process becomes more manageable since fewer training vectors can be used and the maximum achievable design rate of the codebook is not constrained by the size of the training vector set.
In regard to competitiveness with transform coding, VLCS-TSVQ, like any vector quantization technique with small dimensions, is not nearly as e ective in exploiting sample dependence as is a conventional transform. However, one ought to view VL-CSVQ as purely a coding technique, which can be employed on transform coe cients, as it can operate at the fractional rates necessary for optimal bit allocation among the transform coe cients. Another interesting issue, to be investigated in the future when processor speeds are expected to increase dramatically, is the application of VLCS-TSVQ to the coding of large vectors of raw pixels.
Appendix I
A formal description of the VLCS-TSVQ design algorithm is given below in pseudo code. X is reconstructed (decoded) asX. In this case the entire pathmap of X has to be decoded in order for the direct sum reconstruction to take place as described above. 
